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DESCRIPTION:
The Hamburg Observatory in Bergedorf was built between 1906 and 1912. It replaced the old observatory located at
Millerntor on the Western part of the ramparts around the core of Hamburg City. At the time, the new facility in
Hamburg-Bergedorf was considered to be among the most modern and largest of Europe. About 20 kilometers away
from the city centre, it was placed on a hill and extended over an area of some seven hectares that resembled a park.
The facility consists of the main building, three residential buildings, several domes, the solar building and sheds for
the various telescopes. There are several ancillary buildings, too.
The design of the observatory can be termed modern in that ist was placed on a hill and far away from the city (local
conditions allowed for a height of only 40 metres, but the observational view to the south was good as this was lowlying marshland). Also, the fact that the instruments were housed in several buildings spread over the entire grounds
was a new feature.
Until the end of the 19th century most observatories were constructed as single central buildings which housed
offices, a library, workshops and residential quarters and on whose roof one or several domes were built. Meridian
halls were mostly integrated into these buildings with their cross-shaped ground plans which made an orientation
necessary that was governed strictly by the celestial directions. Only where bigger instruments were added at a later
date, these were set up in separate dome buildings. However, for purposes of observation it is highly preferable to
have each instrument in a separate observation building with no heated rooms below because otherwise that would
lead to air turbulences and thereby to blurred images. The Hamburg Observatory is one of the first where the
principle of setting up the instruments in a large ensemble of buildings was consistently put into practice.
Also, the Hamburg Observatory’s equipment with instruments demonstrated its modern character and showed the
desire to adapt to the change that was occurring in astronomy towards the end of the 19th century. This was a move
away from classical astronomy, which had exclusively focused on the measuring of stellar positions, towards
modern astrophysics which aimes to analyse the physical and chemical nature of celestial bodies thereby
significantly increasing man’s knowledge of the Universe. This new research discipline started developing around
1860 (inventions: photography in 1839, spectroscopy in 1814, spectral analysis in 1859, photometry in 1865; the
introduction of the term astrophysics in 1865, and practical improvements during the 1880’s) and gradually became

more and more influential around the turn of the century. This was made possible by the introduction and then
increasing use of photography, photometry and spectroscopy, particularly in solar physics.
The change described was accompanied by the development of astronomical instruments, particularly telescopes,
which had to comply with the new requirements (great lens speed, no chromatic aberration). In this context the
transition from refractors, which dominated throughout the 19th century, to large reflector telescopes was very
important. The latter were more suited to spectroscopy because they are free of chromatic aberration. In parallel,
traditional astrometrical instruments such as meridian circles, transit instruments and refractors (which had been
turned into more advanced astrographs) continued to be used for the production of stellar catalogues. This was
because observatories continued to be responsible for the time service and were needed to support navigation until
after WW II. Therefore, observatories had to maintain a wide range of instruments to perform their various duties
and could not permit themselves to be too highly specialised. The Hamburg Observatory bears witness to this
transition process through its equipment which consists of large refractor and reflector telescopes which have been
preserved to this day.
The original telescopes were: The Equatorial, the Large Meridian Circle, the Large Refractor, the 1m Reflector
Telescope and the Lippert-Astrograph. Over time more instruments were added, the following of which are
particularly important: The first Schmidt reflector world-wide, the so-called “Double Reflector”, the AGAstrograph, and the Large Hamburg Schmidt Reflector (which was later replaced by the Oskar-LühningTelescope), the Salvador-Reflector, the Zonenastrograph and the Hamburg Robotic Telescope (HRT).
Richard Schorr, then director of the Hamburg Observatory, had solicited the advice of well-known companies in the
industry when it came to selecting the instruments to be acquired, and two well-known firms were eventually
commissioned to supply a large part of them. These were the Hamburg-based company of Adolf Repsold & Söhne
which was among the most important manufacturers of astronomical instruments at the time delivering its
telescopes to observatories worldwide, and Carl Zeiss in Jena who became the world leader in astronomical
telescopes in the 20th century. The Large Refractor, which was the most expensive instrument at the Hamburg
Observatory, and the Large Meridian Circle were supplied by Repsold who co-operated with the Steinheil optics
company in Munich while Carl Zeiss supplied not only complete telescopes including their optics and the rising
floor for the Large Refractor, but also acted as main contractor for the domes to be built.
The first blueprints for the domes and the main administrative building were made by Richard Schorr himself. He
had obtained copies of the plans of other contemporary observatories and it was in consultation with Schorr as
director of the observatory and under the guidance of the Director of Building, Carl Johann Christian Zimmermann,
that the definitive plans were drawn up by the building inspector Albert Erbe. The external design chosen for the
administrative building and the domes was a combination of representative neo-baroque elements, which to this day
are a clear expression of the high priority given to this facility by the city of Hamburg. The domes were engineering
works built in such a way that they exactly fitted the dimensions of the telescopes. The residential buildings, by
contrast, were designed as “simple” plastered houses which were supposed to “match the rural surroundings”.
The piece of land on which the observatory is located has the shape of a narrow rectangle that extends from the
street An der Sternwarte to the west, the August-Bebel-Straße to the north, the churchyard to the east and the steep
slope to the south, and is elevated 40 metres above sea level. The grounds accommodate the main administrative
building, the director’s, caretaker’s and civil servants buildings as well as, in the Western part, some ancillary
buildings.
The Main Administrative Building and the Residential Buildings
The main administrative building was the first to be erected on the grounds. It is situated to the south of the access
road, has two storeys and with its lesene-structured, plastered walls, its mansard roof and the middle pavilion is
reminiscent of a chateau. It contains the administrative offices, the director’s room, a large well-insulated chamber
that protected the main clocks of the observatory from changes in temperature, and rooms for the clocks that were
used for the time service. In its centre, the building houses a spacious library of two-storey baroque design with a
balcony that runs around the entire room.
The director’s house is located to the south of the main building and immediately next to the steep slope. It is a villa
with the typical contemporary plastering, a picturesque roof landscape and a hall with an open fireplace in the
interior. The smaller caretaker house and the twin-building for civil servants are located to the north of the access

road. They are simpler in design. At the back of the civil servants house there is a shed, built in the traditional halftimbered style.
The buildings that house the various telescopes and the so-called solar building are spread over the eastern part of the
grounds which are separated by a path from the residential buildings. The former accommodate instruments which at
the time were among the most modern in whole Europe. In his doctoral thesis on the history of observatories, Peter
Müller even claims that it is not exaggerated to claim that the range of instruments available at the Hamburg
Observatory “was setting the standards for the whole world” (Peter Müller, “Architektur und Geschichte der
Astronomischen Observatorien”, Europäische Hochschulschriften, Band XXXII/ Frankfurt/ Main 1975, S. 204).
The Large Refractor
To the east of the administrative building is the dome which houses the Large Refractor. It is the most sophisticated
and expensive of the dome buildings and consists of a circular building with a lesene-structured, plastered-wall
façade that has a spherical dome with a diameter of 13 m plus and an oblong annexe. The dome can be rotated and
opened by a sliding shutter. The entrance is accentuated by a portico with pillars and balusters. The two parts of the
building are connected by a narrow, roofed-in passageway. The stairway is located in a round extension building
facing north which sits in the corner between the annexe and the passageway and has a dome-shaped roof, too.
The centre of the circular building is taken up by the telescope. It rests on a massive, separately founded pillar, which
has no contact with the rest of the building. In order for the observer on the observation platform to be able to follow
the telescope at any position while comfortably being within reach of the eyepiece, the floor of the observation room
is moveable. It has a hole in the centre for the pillar that supports the telescope and is suspended from three iron
columns that are separately founded. This means that the position of the observer is continuously adjustable over a
range of 4.50 metres of height according to the movements of the instrument – quite a noteworthy technical
achievement in 1906. Together with the smaller facility in the Radcliffe Observatory in Oxford (which was
transferred to Mill Hill (London) between 1934 and 1938), this rising floor designed and built by the Carl Zeiss
company for Hamburg, was the first of its kind and size in Europe.
The Large Refractor with its 60 cm lens diameter and a focal length of 9 m is still one of the largest in Germany
today. It was an early example of industrial co-operation: The body of the tube and its mounting were manufactured
by the long-standing Hamburg company of Adolf Repsold & Söhne. This was the last instrument to be built by
Repsold. A guiding refractor with an aperture of 18 cm and focal length of 8.5 m is attached to the telescope tube as
well as a 10 cm finder. Setting circles in the interior of the Repsold assembly can be read from the rear end by means
of reading telescopes. Another special feature is an iris diaphragm that sits directly behind the lens and can be
operated from the eyepiece end. This allows for the aperture of the telescope to be continuously adjusted between 5
and 60 cm to adapt it to the respective observation targets and seeing conditions.
After a number of unsuccessful attempts, the first lens designed for visual observations was delivered by Steinheil in
Munich in 1913/1914. The second lens for photographic observations was manufactured and supplied by Steinheil,
too, in 1925. It was exclusively dedicated to the use photographic plates customary at the time which were sensitive
to the blue spectral range only. Thus, for the first time, the design of the Hamburg Refractor allowed for the exchange
of the two lenses in the same tube. In order to better adapt the refractor to the sensitivity of the emulsions on
photographic plates then in use and to improve the quality, the second lens was refigured in 1931 by the Bergedorf
optician Bernhard Schmidt.
In the meantime, the slow motion drive has been electrified whereas the coarse movements of the tube, which weighs
several tons, are still performed by hand.
The Meridian Circle
The building that originally served to accommodate the Large Hamburg Meridian Circle was placed on the highest
elevation of the observatory grounds. It is strictly west-east orientated and consists of the oblong observation room
with a portico annex and a barrel-shaped roof. The observation room is connected to the portico annex via a stairway
with a pergola-type roof. The cylindrical roof of the observation room rests on a plastered brick base. It is divided in
the middle along the north-south direction. With the help of two sliding shutters the roof can be opened to a width of
3 metres. The resulting slit offers a free view from the north through the zenith to the south. The roof consists of
double metal layers with a gap in between. There are ventilation holes in the top and lower metal layer that allow for

the free circulation of air. This air flow is further enhanced by the use of electrical ventilators and has the effect of
ensuring that the air inside the observation room has nearly the same temperature as the air outside which was a
prerequisite for exact measurements. To eliminate temperature differences caused by direct solar radiation as much as
possible, in the original design a wooden panelling construction resembling sun blinds was mounted on the outer
metal layer at a distance of 6 cm. However, this construction did not prove to live up to its intended purpose and was
quickly taken down again.
The Large Hamburg Meridian Circle, a high-precision instrument with large divided circles of 74 cm diameter each
was manufactured by the company of Adolf Repsold & Söhne. It was equipped with a 19 cm diameter lens and had a
focal length of 2.30 m. This instrument marks the end of one hundred years of evolution in meridian circles. Such
instruments allow the exact observation of a star transit through the meridian (the south-zenith-north line).
For decades the Hamburg instrument was used for the determination of the time. Transit observations of stars whose
positions were precisely known served to calculate the exact time which was kept by high-precision pendulum clocks
during daytime. The relaying of the exact time by telephone, radio signals, public remotely controlled clocks, and the
time ball on the Kaiserspeicher in the port of Hamburg, was taken care of by the observatory in Bergedorf, too. This
was a service that was particularly important for the observatory that was operated by the city of Hamburg. It always
considered itself not only a research institution, but also a service provider for the port and navigation at large.
The second important purpose of meridian circles was the determination of exact stellar positions. Already, the
precursor observatory had started a tradition of elaborating stellar catalogues (Carl Rümkers Sternverzeichnis). The
Hamburg Observatory in Bergedorf continued this tradition by participating, on several occasions in the course of the
20th century, in major collaborations to draw up new editions of stellar catalogues. The most outstanding of these
were the Zonenunternehmen der Astronomischen Gesellschaft (AG Catalogues) whose repeat exercises were carried
out for the most part by the Hamburg Observatory in Bergedorf with the help of the Large Hamburg Meridian Circle
during the 1920’s and 30’s (AG Catalogue 2) and the 1950’s and 60’s (AG Catalogue 3). The precise measurements
of bright stars taken then still provide the basis for today’s systems of celestial coordinates.
The elaboration of the AG Catalogue 3 was proposed by the Hamburg Observatory in Bergedorf and was carried out
in cooperation with the observatories in Berlin-Babelsberg, Bordeaux, Greenwich, Heidelberg, Nikolajev (Ukraine),
Ottawa, Paris, Pulkova, Strasbourg and Washington during the 1950’s and 60’s. After work on that project had been
completed, the telescope was converted to photoelectric registration and transferred to Perth/Australia in order to
produce a catalogue of stellar positions within the southern hemisphere.. As a result of an increase in light and air
pollution caused by new residential areas and industrialisation over the decades, the conditions for observation in
Bergedorf worsened to such a degree that the meridian circle could no longer be used there. It therefore remained in
Australia until it was acquired by the Deutsches Museum in Munich. Given certain preparations, however, both in
terms of a building being made available and maintenance work being carried out, the instrument could eventually be
set up again in Hamburg.
The Mire
Exactly to the north of the meridian building and at a distance of 110 metres, a small building has been preserved
which is called Mirenhäuschen (house of the calibration mark). It has the shape of a rectangle and its outside is
panelled with wood. The meridian circle can only be moved along one axis so that the instrument is pivotable in the
north-south direction, namely in the meridian which is why the foundation had to be very stable and precise. This
was regularly checked from the distance with the help of calibration marks.
The Equatorial
To the northeast of the meridian building is a small dome that houses the Equatorial, the oldest remaining telescope
in Bergedorf that is still in position. It is a refractor of 26 cm aperture and a focal length of 3 m which was
manufactured by the Hamburg-based company of A. & G. Repsold as early as 1867 and set up in a tower with an
iron dome to the north of the old observatory building at Millerntor in Hamburg built in 1855. In its original shape,
the telescope was the largest equatorial ever made, equipped with particularly large divided circles designed for direct
position measurements outside the meridian.
The two-lens object glass was manufactured by the Munich-based company of G. & S. Merz. Recent analyses have
shown that the Merz-Objective of the Hamburg Equatorial is exceptionally free from chromatic aberration if one

considers its time of manufacture. Given the special type of glass used, it may actually be regarded as the first semiapochromatic objective in the world.
The instrument was disassembled, carefully overhauled by Repsold & Sons in June 1909 and then set up again in the
new location in Bergedorf where a building had been specially built for it. The old dome with its 6 m diameter from
Millerntor could be re-used. However, the flap construction for opening the dome was replaced by a sliding shutter.
For easier use of the instrument, Adolf Repsold had developed a special wooden seat in 1867 which allowed the
observer to move around the telescope as well as up and down with the help of ropes without having to get up from
his seat. This rarity, too, has been preserved in a functional state in the Equatorial Building.
The Reflector Telescope and the Lippert Astrograph
The two domes for the Reflector Telescope and the Lippert Astrograph on the northeastern part of the grounds
outwardly resemble the buildings for the Large Refractor. However, their dimensions are smaller and their design
more modest: They were originally equipped with only a square portico entrance that was crowned with balusters. In
1925, oblong plastered-wall extensions were added to both buildings that matched the original main buildings in
design. They are situated to the north of the respective entrance porticos.
The 1m Reflector Telescope
The 1m Reflector Telescope was built in 1911. It was an extremely fast system with a diameter of 1 m and a focal
length of 3 m. Because of its special weight-stress compensated multi-counterpoised mounting this reflector
telescope at the Hamburg Observatory ranges among the most unusual telescope constructions.
The Carl Zeiss company in Jena was commissioned to manufacture both the optical and mechanical components of
the telescope and the dome (ø 10 m). The astronomical department at Carl Zeiss was established as late as 1897 and
the company had only delivered two medium-sized reflector telescopes so far, namely to Heidelberg (ø 72 cm, in
1904) und Innsbruck (ø 40 cm, in 1905). The 1m Reflector Telescope for the Hamburg Observatory was therefore the
first large telescope to be manufactured by Zeiss. It was also the first one to be equipped with the special Zeiss
mounting developed by Franz Meyer, a novelty that attracted a great deal of attention. Meyer was an engineer
employed by Zeiss. The construction is characterised by a number of rods and counterweights and features hollow
declination and right ascension axes. Inserted into these axes are very substantial iron rods which counterbalance the
telescope and the weights. Thus, the bearings of the axes are relieved of the loads, and the telescope can be moved
precisely and with very little friction. In fact, the 26 ton instrument can easily be moved with one hand. Another
advantage of this construction was its capability of performing the transition through the meridian without the
telescope having to be shifted to the other side as was the case with the so-called German mounting.
In 1947, the 1m Telescope was transformed to a Nasmyth focus instead of a Newton focus. This increased the focal
length from 3 to 15 m, making it better suitable for spectroscopic purposes.
The Lippert Astrograph
This instrument was named after its donor, Eduard Lippert (1844 -1925) who was a wealthy merchant and amateur
astronomer. Originally, it consisted of a combination of three astrographs and two guiding refractors with a joint
mounting. It was supplied in its entirety by Zeiss and had a bent telescope pillar so that long exposures crossing the
meridian were possible without switching the tube to the other side of the mounting.
Over the decades, this instrument has undergone several modifications. Essentially, only the Zeiss mounting is still in
its original position, and of the original optical equipment only the 20 cm guiding refractor and a 10 cm finder are
still in use. The astrographs were replaced in 1957 and 1974, respectively, by a 60 cm reflector telescope, initially
with Newton optics taken from the Double Reflector built by Bernhard Schmidt, and later (1974) by a Cassegrain
optics manufactured by Lichtenknecker in Belgium.
The Hamburg Schmidt Reflector and the Oskar Lühning Telescope
Between 1951 and 1955 another building was added to the Observatory for housing the Large Schmidt Reflector.
The white painted brick building consists of a cylinder-shaped part with a dome and a rectangular two-storey portico
which shows a design similar to the historical dome buildings even though their neo-baroque architectural elements
were not copied.

As early as 1930, the optical scientist Bernhard Schmidt (1879-1935), in the rather simple basement workshop of the
Hamburg Observatory, had developed a reflector type that was later named after him. The Schmidt Spiegel, a very
fast camera, was the first dedicated reflector telescope that could image large areas of the sky of several degrees
diameter. Unlike parabolic mirrors the stellar images are absolutely sharp even at the outer parts of the field-of-view.
The Schmidt principle was later adopted also for other optical purposes (e.g. photographic and TV cameras).
However, the Hamburg Observatory is not only the birthplace of the Schmidt reflector, but in the Schmidt Museum
on its grounds it still displays the first instrument of this kind worldwide. This first Schmidt reflector has an aperture
of 36 cm, the mirror measures 44 cm in diameter and it has an unusually fast aperture ratio of 1:1,75.
It took another 25 years until the Hamburg Observatory was equipped with the large Schmidt telescope which had an
aperture of 80 cm, a mirror diameter of 1.20 m and a focal length of 2.40 m. For several years it remained the world’s
second largest Schmidt telescope. The mounting was manufactured by Heidenreich & Harbeck in Hamburg. In 1975,
the Large Schmidt Reflector was transferred from Hamburg to the German-Spanish Center of Astronomy at Calar
Alto in southern Spain. Because of the more favourable climatic conditions there, the Schmidt Reflector was able to
perform valuable observations, among others the Hamburg Quasar Survey (HQS). There are ongoing discussions
about transfering the instrument back to the Hamburg Observatory.
In 1975, the Oskar Lühning Telescope was inserted into the empty fork mounting of the Large Schmidt Reflector.
The Oskar Lühning Telescope was funded by the Lühning foundation, and it is still in active use. It is a Ritchey
Chrétien system manufactured by Grubb-Parsons in Newcastle upon Tyne. The aperture amounts to 1.20 m and the
Cassegrain focal length is 15.60 m. It is the largest of all the telescopes at the Hamburg Observatory and the second
largest in Germany. This telescope has been upgraded in recent years. It now features remote control via the Internet
and a CCD-camera that captures data and makes them available on the net. In addition to scientific observations the
telescope also serves as a testbed for new instruments. The Hamburg Observatory is thus continuing its tradition of
developing astronomical instruments.
In addition to the buildings that accommodate the large telescopes, there are several sheds for smaller instruments
and the unadorned small solar building which was built in 1942.
The Double Reflector Shed
At the beginning of the 1930’s, three observation sheds were erected on the northeasterly part of the grounds. They
had moveable roof constructions which were in two parts, had a semi-cylindrical shape and rested on rails. The
largest of the three sheds housed the so-called Double Reflector which was a combination of two 60 cm reflector
telescopes with 3 m focal length, each, resting on a joint English mounting. One of them was of conventional Newton
design and the other a Schmidt reflector with a correction plate. The optics of both telescopes were manufactured by
Bernhard Schmidt. While the Schmidt reflector was removed as early as 1942 – its optical system being kept in store
– the Newton reflector was moved to the mounting of the Lippert-Astrograph in 1957. The optical systems of both
these telescopes have been preserved intact at the Hamburg Observatory.
In 1973, a new telescope was set up in the shed, the so-called Zonenastrograph, having 23 cm effective aperture and
being manufactured by Zeiss in Oberkochen. This telescope was in continuous use until 2000. It was used to carry
out a comprehensive programme contributing to the Hipparcos-Input-Catalogue and an extragalactic reference
system. It is no longer in Bergedorf, but was replaced by a robotic telescope with a 1.20 m mirror. This new robotic
telescope has been tested there for some ten years now and is scheduled to be transferred to the Observatory La Luz
near Guanajuato (Mexico) in 2013.
The Shed “S”
Two more sheds with movable roofs were built in the immediate vicinity of the Double Reflector shed. The northern
shed “S” served to accommodate the world’s first Schmidt reflector which was set up on a Zeiss-mounting in 1932.
In former times it was transferred twice, namely to a location at the English Channel and to Asiago (Italy),
respectively. It was finally taken out of service and returned to the Hamburg Observatory. Since 1979 it is on display
in the Schmidt Museum. Its mounting was used for carrying a 40 cm Cassegrain reflector telescope which had been
operated at an remote location in Stefanion on the Peloponnese in Greece between 1967 and 1970. There it was used
for a comprehensive programme on stellar photometry. This instrument is now called the Salvador Reflector. It is
being used primarily for guided public tours now. The southern shed “R” no longer exists.

The Hamburg Observatory and its Significance for Science and Research
Since the establishment of the new facilities in Bergedorf at the beginning of the 20th century the
Hamburg Observatory has been regarded by the scientific community as one of the most outstanding institutions for
astronomical research. Originally, scientific activities there centred around national tasks such as the time service, the
proof of chronometers and the training of nautical experts. Gradually and over time, however, the focus shifted to the
study of the Universe and genuine basic research. Initial steps towards astrophysics and solar physics were taken very
early on in the process.
The elaboration of comprehensive stellar catalogues can be considered as a combination of the two orientations
described above: On the one hand these catalogues were the basis for the time service and navigation and on the other
they were very important because they improved our knowledge of the structure of our cosmic environment as well
as stellar structure and evolution. During the 20th century, the Hamburg Observatory took part in producing major
stellar catalogues. Among other things, these absolute reference systems form the basis of modern satellite
navigation. The Bergedorf er Spektraldurchmusterung, the determination of spectral types of approximately 185.000
stars within so-called selected areas (Kapteynsche Eichfelder) can be considered as a stellar catalogue as well. That
study took three decades to be carried out and was an important input for stellar statistiscs.
During the 1920’s, Walter Baade (1893-1960), one of the most important astronomers of the 20th century, carried out
ground-breaking studies which exemplified the increasing orientation towards astrophysics. He used the 1m
Reflector to analyse the structure of the galaxy. He later moved to California where he developed the concept of
stellar populations further. His insights still form the basis of our understanding of the structure of galaxies to this
day.
The work carried out by the optician Bernhard Schmidt was of exceptional importance for the development of
astronomical instruments. Schmidt developed the so-called Schmidt reflector at the Hamburg Observatory in 1930. It
was an outstanding instrument for astrophotography because it had an exceptionally wide field-of-view and produced
distortion-free images.
For two decades, the Large Schmidt Reflector built for the Hamburg Observatory was employed in comprehensive
catalogue projects aimed at mapping the northern skies. Apart from numerous studies on open stellar clusters, the
telescope undertook a search within the northern part of the Milky Way for emission line stars. After being relocated
at Calar Alto, the telescope was used by the Hamburg Observatory to carry out a major survey of the northern
hemisphere for quasars (the Hamburg Quasar Survey, 1983-2000) which used photographic plates that were later on
digitized in Hamburg. Quasars give us insights into the beginnings of the Universe. The discoveries made by the
Hamburg Observatory contributed significantly to such new insights.
In war times, the monitoring of solar activity was an important issue because it could affect short wavelength radio
communication, e.g., with submarines. That was one of the reasons why research in solar physics was carried out in
Hamburg, too. Twice, namely in 1942 and 1951, Georg Thiessen (1914-1961) was able to show that the Sun has a
weak global magnetic field. He was the first one to prove this with the help of very sensitive measuring systems
attached to the horizontal telescope in the solar building and on the Large Refractor, respectively.
The Hamburg Observatory also contributed significantly to theoretical astrophysics: During the 1960’s, it was here
that Alfred Weigert (1927–1992) ran some of the first models for stellar evolution on computers that had just become
available.
The theory of gravitational lenses developed by Sjur Refsdal (1935–2009) marks another scientific highlight in the
history of the Hamburg Observatory. Furthermore, research on comets gained a lot of public interest, in particular the
discovery of the comet Kohoutek in 1973.
Hamburg astronomers have also significantly contributed to research regarding other wavelengths within the
electromagnetic range, namely in the radio, infrared, and ultraviolet ranges and in X-rays. In fact, the Hamburg
Observatory intermittently was the most intense german user of the famous Hubble Space Telescope.
Last not least, the Hamburg Observatory can be regarded as one of the birthplaces of the European Southern
Observatory (ESO), one of the largest multinational astronomical organisations whose headquarters were in
Bergedorf while the observatory in Chile was being set up. Otto Heckmann (1901-1983) who became director of the
Hamburg Observatory in 1942, was also the first Director General of ESO.

Justification of „Outstanding Universal Value“:
Criteria met:
(ii) exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on
developments in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design

For the turn from the 19th to the 20th century, the Hamburg Observatory constitutes an important landmark for the
transition from classical astronomy to astrophysics. It reflects the fundamental changes in observation technology that
occurred in the course of this development because right from the start the observatory was equipped with large state
of the art refractor and reflector telescopes as well as astrographs.
Also, the Hamburg Observatory was the place from where the Schmidt reflector started to revolutionize
observational astronomy. The development and realisation of a coma-free reflector system was a ground-breaking
invention. It was named after its inventor, Bernhard Schmidt. Numerous original instruments and exhibits from
Schmidt’s estate have survived at the Hamburg Observatory, e.g., the world’s first Schmidt telescope. Also, the
Hamburg Observatory offers the entire know-how required for the utilization of photographic plates including a dark
room, a plate archive and a microdensitometer.
(iv) be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape
which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history

For the period of time around the turn of the century, the Hamburg Observatory constitutes a site of cultural,
scientific and architectural heritage as well as an astronomical location of outstanding universal value, because it
combines various levels of significance such as a modern facility design, a representative architecture, universal
instrumental equipment, great importance for science and research, and a good state of preservation. This is
evidenced by a number of facts: The facility was built as a large ensemble of buildings in a park environment where
each instrument is housed in a different building. It was erected on a hill at some distance from the city centre. The
representative buildings with their neo-baroque elements formed an ensemble which has been preserved to this day
with hardly any modifications. The Hamburg Observatory is one of the few observatories that was equipped with
large instruments for both research disciplines right from the start. Therefore, it illustrates the transition in
astronomical research around the turn of the century. At the same time, through the wide range of instruments
preserved on its site, the Hamburg Observatory documents in a unique way the development of telescope technology
that went hand in hand with advances in astronomical science between 1850 and now. The Equatorial from 1867 and
the Large Meridian Circle represent the astronomical science of the 19th century when the focus was on determining
stellar positions, and visual observations dominated astronomy. The astrographs, the 1m Reflector Telescope and the
Large Refractor with its two object glasses mark the transition to photographic observation technologies. The Large
Refractor and the 1m Reflector Telescope symbolize the competition between these two types of telescopes at the
beginning of the 20th century and mark the beginning of astrophysical research. An example of up-to-date telescope
technology is the Oskar-Lühning-Teleskop with its modern improvements including modern computer and CCDtechnology. The Hamburg Observatory illustrates several different types of reflector telescopes (Cassegrain,
Nasmyth, Ritchey-Chrétien, Schmidt). Additionally, it is not only the birthplace of the Schmidt reflector, but, in the
Schmidt Museum on its grounds, it still displays the world’s first instrument of this kind. Finally, the observatory
encompasses a collection of several smaller telescopes and scientific instruments, some of them historically important
(e.g., equipment for solar eclipse expeditions, AG-Astrograph, Zeiss three-prism spectrograph, plate measuring
equipment, blink comparator and other smaller devices), a large photographic plate archive which is currently being
digitized and made available on the net, as well as a large library containing valuable bibliophilistic treasures (the
oldest volumes date back to the 15th century).
(vi) be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and
literary works of outstanding universal significance. (The Committee considers that this criterion should
preferably be used in conjunction with other criteria)
Inventions and research activities of extraordinary universal significance are connected with the Hamburg
Observatory: For example, during the 20th century the Hamburg Observatory participated in several large
international collaborations to produce stellar catalogues, which still form the basis of today’s satellite
navigation. Then there was the ground-breaking work by Walter Baade, one of the most important astronomers of
the 20th century. During the 1920’s he investigated the structure of the galaxy with the 1 m Reflector, pointing
towards modern astrophysics. Finally, the work carried out by the optical scientist Bernhard Schmidt was of

exceptional importance for the development of astronomical instruments. Schmidt invented the so-called Schmidt
reflector at the Hamburg Observatory in 1930, revolutionizing astrophotography because it had an exceptionally wide
field of view and produced distortion-free images.

Statements of authenticity and/or integrity
The Hamburg Observatory, built between 1906 and 1912, has been preserved almost in its entirety with only
minor modifications. This is not only true for the ensemble as a whole with its historical buildings and
furnishings, but also of the optical instruments and technical details. The large telescopes of the Hamburg
Observatory particularly represent a cross section of the telescope technology of the 19th and 20th centuries. They
have been preserved close to their original state and they are in service to this day. An exception is the LippertAstrograph which has undergone major modernisation. The Large Meridian Circle and the Large Schmidt
Reflector are currently not located at Hamburg, but they remain fully intact and negotiations about their backtransfer are ongoing. In recent years, a large-scale effort to restore buildings and instruments at the Hamburg
Observatory has been initiated. The AG-Astrograph has been kept in store after scientific work had been
completed and then was lent to the Deutsches Museum for an exhibition.
In 1996, the ensemble of the Hamburg Observatory including its historical buildings, its furnishings and its optical
instruments as well as the other technical details was put under protection by inscribing it in the monuments list of
the City of Hamburg on account of its significance for the city as well as on cultural, historical and scientific
reasons. In 2008, the Hamburg Observatory was recognized as a monument of national importance for the Federal
Republic of Germany.
To this day, research activities at the Hamburg Observatory are ongoing. The observatory was incorporated into the
University of Hamburg in 1968, but it also offers astronomical classes and lectures to school students in the
framework of the Astronomie-Werkstatt project organised by the Hamburg Department for Education. A visitor’s
centre and the Förderverein Hamburger Sternwarte (Friends of the Hamburg Observatory) offer lectures on
astronomical subjects and guided tours through the observatory for the public. The Schmidt Museum houses
numerous exhibits such as the world’s first Schmidt reflector.
Comparison with other similar properties:
Looking at the Hamburg Observatory within the context of all modern day observatories (i.e. those that were built
after the invention of the telescope and that made use of them), it is evident that the Hamburg Observatory combines
a series of features which served as a benchmark for the future development of observatories at the threshold between
classical astronomy and astrophysics and for modern observatories themselves:
Location outside the City Centre
As a result of the industrial revolution, conditions for astronomical observation from the city centres rapidly
deteriorated. The manufacturing industry and new means of transportation caused air pollution and vibrations while
gas (and later electric) street lights produced scattered light that made observations of faint objects impossible. Since
1850, therefore, observatories were moved to the outskirts of cities where this could be reconciled with the need for
the facilities to be connected to transport infrastructure. Until after WW II it remained the exception rather than the
rule to build observatories on top of remote mountains. Early examples for the latter type are: Lick-Observatory, Mt.
Hamilton, (1875-1888), Pic du Midi (1903-1907) and Mt. Wilson Observatory (1904-1917).
Observatory Design as an Ensemble of Buildings
Until the end of the 19th century most observatories were constructed as single main buildings which housed offices,
a library, workshops and residential quarters and on whose roof one or several domes were distributed. Meridian
halls were mostly integrated into these buildings with their cross-shaped ground plans which made an orientation
necessary that was governed strictly by the celestial directions. Only where bigger instruments were added at a later
date, these were set up in separate dome buildings. The following well-known observatories are significant examples:
Pulkowa (St. Petersburg, 1835-1839), Bonn (1839-1845), Vienna (1874-1880) and Potsdam APO (1874-1879).
However, for purposes of observation it is much preferable to have each instrument in a separate building with no
heated rooms below because that would avoid air turbulences and blurred images. During the second half of the 19th
century, modern observatories (e.g., Nice) have therefore increasingly been designed as ensembles where each
instrument was installed in its own building.

Wide Range of Modern Instruments
Around 1900 a fundamental change occurred in astronomy, more particularly in observation techniques which led to
a simultaneous change in scientific objectives. The invention of photography, photometry and spectroscopy allowed
for an analysis of the physics and chemistry of celestial bodies thereby considerably expanding man’s knowledge of
the Universe. Astronomical science changed from classical astronomy, limited to the mere measuring of positions, to
modern astrophysics.
This transition was accompanied by the development of astronomical instruments, particularly telescopes, which had
to comply with the new requirements (great lens speed, no chromatic aberrations). In this context, the transition from
refractors, which dominated throughout the 19th century, to large reflector telescopes was very important. The latter
were more suited to photography and especially spectroscopy. In parallel, traditional astrometrical instruments such
as meridian circles, transit instruments and refractors as well as astrographs continued to be important. This was
because observatories continued to be responsible for the time service and were needed to support navigation until
after WW II, which is why observatories had to maintain a wide range of instruments for their various functions and
could not permit themselves to be too highly specialised.
The Hamburg Observatory combines all of the features for a modern observatory:
1) It is situated outside the city at an elevation of 40 m – the surroundings did not allow for a higher site –
which provides good observation conditions over the marshland to the south.
2) It is one of the earliest observatories in the world with a consistent ensemble design.
3) The Hamburg Observatory is one of the rare examples of an observatory that was equipped with top-quality
instruments for both classical and modern research right from the start. It thereby demonstrates the
transition in astronomical science and research around the turn of the century.
Furthermore, through the preservation of its equipment and instruments the Hamburg Observatory documents in a
unique manner the development of telescope technology that paralleled advances in astronomical science from 1850
to the present. The observatory itself has also been preserved nearly in full. It exhibits a representative architecture
and can claim to have had an important influence on many areas of scientific research. The Hamburg Observatory is
still the headquarters of the astronomical research institute of the university.
There are few observatories in the world which can be compared to Hamburg considering the features mentioned
above:
The first observatory to be consistently designed and built as an ensemble of buildings was that on Mont Gros near
Nice (1879-86). However, its instruments and its history of research do not reflect the transition to modern
astrophysics and it can therefore hardly be compared with the Hamburg Observatory.
When erecting the state observatory in Heidelberg-Königstuhl (1896-1900) the idea of an ensemble of buildings
was taken into account, but not consistently implemented. In addition, the Heidelberg Observatory is much smaller
than the Hamburg Observatory both in terms of its buildings and its instruments and therefore it compares with
Hamburg only to a limited extent. There are no instruments for classical astronomy left over. Moreover, a complex
of new buildings was erected on behalf of the Max-Planck-Institute of Astronomy right next to the old facilities
during the 1970’s.
Likewise, the Observatoire Royal de Belgique in Uccle (Brussels), built between 1883 and 1891, cannot be said to
follow a stringent ensemble design. Also, its appearance has been altered considerably over time by more buildings
being added.
The large circle-shaped grounds of the US Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C. (1893) also takes up the idea of
an ensemble of buildings, but there is no consistent separation between observation buildings and offices, either.
Also, the Washington observatory was dedicated solely to classical astronomy. In the original version the facility did
not have any instruments for astrophysical purposes.
The observatory, that shows the highest degree of similarity with the Hamburg Observatory is the La Plata

Observatory, Argentina, built between 1883 and 1894. It is characterised by a representative architecture and was one
of the first in the world that was designed as an ensemble of buildings – although the significance of the research
activities was a little inferior to Hamburg. In the port city of Buenos Aires, too, it were the requirements of time
service and support of navigation that determined both the equipment with instruments and the scientific work at the
observatory that is situated to the south of the city. But like in Hamburg, in addition to the traditional instruments
used for classical astronomy – two meridian circles (of which one was manufactured by Repsold), a transit
instrument, a zenith telescope, and a 43 cm refractor – a large reflector telescope (80 cm) and a 33 cm astrograph
were set up there so that astrophysical investigations could be performed as well. Similarly and like the Hamburg
Observatory, the La Plata Observatory continues to be an active university research institute. It is in a remarkably
good state of preservation.
In summary, while it is true that other important historical observatories in other parts of the world do exist, for the
period around the turn of the century, the Hamburg Observatory is especially important in that it combines various
levels of significance such as a modern facility design, a representative architecture, wide range of different
instruments with a great importance for science and research, and a good state of preservation. The Hamburg
Observatory shares these features with the La Plata Observatory only, which make the two comparable. Both
astronomical sites constitute scientific, architectural and historic monuments of outstanding universal value dating
from the turn of the century. For this reason, it is envisaged to propose both observatories for a serial transnational
nomination. The Argentinian government has declared its willingness for a joint porposal together with Hamburg.
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